<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume QIb Misson>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume QIb Misson>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume QIb Misson>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_Q`tor says:
::laying in sickbay::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Heading for sickbay::

Host Jim says:
<CO> ::laying in sickbay ::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::sleeping on a bio bed::  zzzzzzzzZZZ  snort


Caruthers says:
@::on the starbase, going over the list of supplies being delivered to her ship::

TO_Augustus says:
:: on the bridge monitoring Tac 1::

CTO_Gleisen says:
::sitting in security office, holding head, and waiting for a response from the KHC::

CMO_Dan says:
::in sickbay office::

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Gets up from his quarters and makes a log, talking to his tricorder.:: Self: I've heard some interesting things will be happening here...  I'll have to investigate further. ::Shuts off his tricorder and gets cleaned up.::


Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Walks into the crowded sickbay and glances around before heading for R'Daen::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CMO: Doctor, I need to get back to work, I'm waiting for a very important message from Klingon High Command


Caruthers says:
@::receives an urgent communique from the Starbase Ops, notifying her that all traffic to and from the Starbase is quarantined::

Rep-Johannsen says:
::Leaves the Brig area and heads back towards the lift, still gathering info::

SO_Wallace says:
::awakes finds himself feeling better. Prepares himself for duty::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Standing down, looking at him, concern in her eyes, she glances up at the bioreadings, the concern deepening::

Host KHC says:
%COMM:QIb: You asked to speak to us ?

CMO_Dan says:
CEO_Q`tor: You may return to work, but you must keep contact with sickbay if anything bothers you.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Goes to his trunk and pulls out his special equipment.  Then puts it on, and covers it up.:: Self: Well, I have nothing else to do for a while.

CTO_Gleisen says:
::rests head on table, trying to convince himself that he's not getting sick::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CMO: Thank you doctor ::stumbles off the biobed

CEO_Q`tor says:
::

SO_Wallace says:
::starts to examine last months science logs form room::

Host KHC says:
<Ops>*CEO* You expected a Comm from Qo'noS ?

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Looks over at the CMO for his attention::

CEO_Q`tor says:
*OPS*: Lt Q'tor to Ops, any word from the Klingon High Command?

Caruthers says:
@::frowns, annoyed, as she tries to think what an extended holdover at this starbase will do to her delivery schedules::

CEO_Q`tor says:
*OPS*: On my way

CMO_Dan says:
::moves over to the CO:: CO: Hello Captain.

TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Sir there is an incoming hail from KHC, I am forwarding it to your office.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::heads towards bridge::

TO_Augustus says:
::reroutes the call::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
CMO:  He does not respond and his condition seems to be worsening.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
::Goes to his safe and pulls out his Financial PADD.:: Self: I never thought to use this.  ::Giggles with a grin.:: It should come in handy now. ::Exits his quarters and walks down the hall.::

Host XO-Affleck says:
::on bridge CO chair, reading reading::

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: Thank you ensign. ::lifts head:: *CEO*: Q`tor, could you come to my office please, KHC is hear.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
<@>

CTO_Gleisen says:
<here>

CMO_Dan says:
::sees that CO's condition is worsening, scans with tricorder::

Rep-Johannsen says:
::goes up to the bridge on the TL::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::re-routes himself to Security Office:: *CTO*: On my way

CTO_Gleisen says:
::waiting for Q`tor before he taps the open comm button on his computer::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
CMO:  There must be something more then this illness going around.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Arrives in Security Office::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::tries to sit up::

CMO_Dan says:
Self:Hmmm....


CTO_Gleisen says:
::gets up out of chair and lets Q`tor sit down:: CEO: They're waiting for you. ::stands just out of the visual range for the computer to listen in::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Despite feeling very weak, tries to bolster himself up::

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Ducks into a corner and activates his special recording equipment, his scanner.  Looks around as it beeps.:: Self: Massive people are gathering. ::Scratches his head in wonder.:: Hmm.

Jodi is now known as Harrod.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Hearing someone behind her turns to see Akira::

TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Sir this is just for your info.  But there is a large body of people gathering on the SB.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
::Thinks:"I better take a look.  Maybe it has to do with.." Grins and heads for them.::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::glances at his bio readings then down at him::  CSO:  How are you feeling Akira?

CEO_Q`tor says:
COMM: KHC: Klingon High Command, this is Lt Q'tor, CEO of the IKS QIb. We have a situation here that we need you to clear up for us

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
<@>

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: Do you know why?

Rep-Johannsen says:
::steps onto the bridge::

Host KHC says:
%COMM:CEO: Yes, and that would be ?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir:  Bad ma'am.

CMO_Dan says:
CO: From these readings, your stress levels have doubled from the last day. I don't know hwo to explain this but it'll be better if we transfer you over to the starbase medical facility.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir:  Does the doc have anything on it yet?

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::gently moves a strand of hair from his forehead::  CSO:  You are better then the captain.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Looks over at the CMO::  CSO:  He has something to help.

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Glances up from his PADD for a moment then looks back down::

Rep-Johannsen says:
::moves to the command area::

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@ Recorder: Start logging scanner into the recorder.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::strains and pushes him self upright on the bed, swings his legs around and looks toward the CO::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
CMO:  Are you sure that is the best idea?

TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: No confirmed reasoning, but you can make that now groups different sizes and local

CEO_Q`tor says:
COMM: KHC: We have two suspected Klingon Sabotuers in custody. They have been caught tampering with several of the ships systems. It turns out that there has been some sort of covert monitoring system installed aboard this ship, and they claim that they are working under orders from High Command. Do you confirm or deny this?

Host KHC says:
<SB_OPS> COMM: ALL SHIPS DOCKED: Please if you can send any aid to the SB med area it would be much appreciated

Rep-Johannsen says:
XO: Can I have a word with you?

CMO_Dan says:
Cmd_tr`Keir: It'll be better if we had more people on the case on figuring what this is.

Host KHC says:
%COMM: QIb: Your Savek is aware of it

TO_Augustus says:
*XO*: Sir we have a MEd emergency on SB medical area

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: Ok. Doesn't sound to bad yet, but keep an eye on it. Let me know if there's any change. Gleisen out.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CMO:  Any idea...::deep breath:: on the cause?  Viral? Bacterial?

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Looks at the crowds of people and notices signs of stress on their faces and signs of panic.  Ducks into a empty room.:: Recorder: There seems to be signs of panic here!  I don't know what exactly is going on..  But I'll find out. ::Exits and looks around for someone to talk to.::

TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Correction sir SB has put out an Emergency from all docked ships to the Med area

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Nods slowly::  CMO:  I will take my husband there then.

Host KHC says:
%COMM: CEO: They were left aboard and he is aware of their purpose there, do the instrumentation cause any problems ?

CEO_Q`tor says:
COMM: KHC: Lieutenant Savek is no longer assigned to this vessel. I need to know what this system is, and why it is on this ship.

SO_Wallace says:
:: makes way to TL ::

SO_Wallace says:
:: steps on the bridge

Host KHC says:
%COMM: CEO: Lt Savek? I meant Admiral Savek

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Dismisses the reporter for a minute:: *CMO* Bridge to Sickbay, We've had a request from the starbase, do we have any medical suplies we can spare?

CMO_Dan says:
CSO_Yamamoto: Tricorder doesn't recognize anything...

CEO_Q`tor says:
COMM: KHC: Actually we do have our suspicions. Twice within the last year we have undergone repairs and refit. Both times with nearly catostrophic results.

TO_Augustus says:
*CMO*: Sir, SB Has med emergency please respond

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Looks at Akira::  CSO:  You take care of yourself... do not push your self to hard or you will be joining the captain.  While I might appreciate your company, you would not appreciate the surroundings so much.

Caruthers says:
@*Harrod* Caruthers here. We have to talk; meet me in my quarters; waiting for you there.

CTO_Gleisen says:
::listening to Q`tor's conversation, periodically glancing back at the prisoners in the brig::

SO_Wallace says:
:: reports to science station one::

Host KHC says:
%COMM: CEO: That should not be caused by passive instru\mentation

TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: sir how do you desire to respond.  I have Beta and Alpha ST on stand by.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Talks to a few people and hears some more roumers, looks around and makes sure its noted in his recorder.  Smiles as it is, then goes off to find more people to talk to.::

Harrod says:
@ *Caruthers* I'm on my way, Captain.

Rep-Johannsen says:
XO: I understand that you were in chrage when the incident happened and the auto-destruct would not respond

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CMO:  Try a using the transporter...::stomach muscles tighten::  Quantum scanners may show...differences from...last beaming.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
*XO*:  Commander, the doctor is unable to assist the captain any further here.  He is sending him to starbase medical.  I will be going with him.

CMO_Dan says:
*TO* On my way.

SO_Wallace says:
:: neins to analyze any variations in life support systems scince the virus was reported

Harrod says:
@ :: Knocks on the Captain's door ::

SO_Wallace says:
::

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: ::sighs, considering the situation:: Keep them on stand by for now, but keep a close eye on the situation.

Caruthers says:
@Harrod: Enter.

CEO_Q`tor says:
COMM: KHC: So you admit that the systems were installed on board this vessel.

ACTION THE MILLING CROWDS BEGIN HEADING TO THE DOCKING AREAS, SLOWLY  THEY GATHER MOMENTUM AND IT BECOMES A STAMPEDE

Harrod says:
@ Caruthers: Sir.

CMO_Dan says:
CSO/Cmd: I'd like you both to remain here until I come back. ::nods::

Host KHC says:
%COMM: CEO: It was part of the agreement that let you have the use of the ship

Harrod says:
@ Caruthers: Ma'am.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Slowly follows the crowds that are heading to the docking areas and then gets knocked over.::

TO_Augustus says:
*Beta ST*: report to transporter room 1 with riot gear.

Host XO-Affleck says:
*cmdr*Acknowledged.

Caruthers says:
@::looks up as Harrod enters, and tosses a Padd, in a gesture of disgust, onto a table:: Harrod: The starbase commander has placed this station and all vessels currently docked under a medical quarantine.

Host XO-Affleck says:
rep: this is not a good time.

Rep-Johannsen says:
XO: Commander, you refuse to answer me???

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Quickly rolls over, out of the way.:: Self: Geez!! ::Moves into a doorway.::

TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Sir Beta is standing by with riot gear for transport to station med area

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Looks at the doctor with a frown::

Caruthers says:
@Harrod: This really destroys our timetable; those colonies in the Zimeron Belt really need those supplies we're carrying ASAP::

SO_Wallace says:
:: save information gathered and reports to transporter bay::

Harrod says:
@ :: raises both eyebrows, and bends over to grab the tossed PADD to update herself.

CMO_Dan says:
Cmd_tr`Keir: I'm sorry captain, but it's for your own saftey.

TO_Augustus says:
*XO*: Sir, do you desire a yellow alert?  There is a large number of groups forming on the SB

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Pulls up the covers around her husband with an unconscious sigh::

ACTION THE SECURITY FORCES OF THE STARBASE IS OVERWHELMED IN SUCH AN ASSAULT

CEO_Q`tor says:
COMM:KHC: Can you explain why it was not made known to this crew? Or why the two Klingons that we have in custody have been so secretive about it? Or why this ship has so many problems after undergoing refits?

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@Recorder: This crowd started to stampede to the docking area.  I tried to find out what was going on.  ::Sighs:: But hardly anyone wanted to talk.  They were too panicked.

Caruthers says:
@::looks really irritated::

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: Alright. Probably would be a good idea to have AST ready to go at a moments notice as well, just in case.

Host XO-Affleck says:
TO: If they're not already sealed. Seal the Airlocks to the station.

Rep-Johannsen says:
XO: What are you afraid of letting out?

Harrod says:
@ Caruthers: Any time table on the quarantine?

Caruthers says:
@Harrod: They've called for medical assistance... Has anyone but us been off the ship?

Host KHC says:
%COMM: CEO: Ask your people, that is not my concern, Qo'noS out

Host XO-Affleck says:
Rep: Listen, I'm not sure what kind of a person you are but you obviously don't understand that we don't have time for this.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Tries to talk with a Starbase Security Officer but gets knocked down and told to head back to his quarters.::

CMO_Dan says:
::grabs medpack and runs to the TR::

Harrod says:
@ :: updates herself on the quarantine ::  

Rep-Johannsen says:
XO: I'm here to get information for the people

Caruthers says:
@Harrod: No time table for lifting of the quarantine; knowing how slowly the Federation moves, we could be here some time...

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Cusses at the Security Officer as he turns his back on him and moves around to try to grab someone to talk to.::

Host XO-Affleck says:
Rep: And which people might that be?

CEO_Q`tor says:
Self: (Klingon curses)

Harrod says:
@ Caruthers: No, we're the only ones off the ship.

Rep-Johannsen says:
XO: I thought StarFleet was here to help the people....

Host KHC says:
ACTION THE MILLING CROWD FORCES THERE WAY ONTO SOME STARSHIPS AND THEY BEGIN TO UNDOCK

Harrod says:
@ :: smiles ::  

CTO_Gleisen says:
::leaves the security office as the transmission ends and gets in a TL:: TL: Bridge.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: It seems that we will get no answers from the High Command

TO_Augustus says:
*ALL*: Yellow Alert, repeat all hands Yellow alert

Host XO-Affleck says:
Rep: Starfleet is here to serve and protect the people.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Turns to Akira::

CMO_Dan says:
TRChief: One to beam to SB sickbay now. ::steps on pad and materializes:::

SB_OPS says:
% COMM: QIb: Can You render assistance ? We have some ships attempting to flee

TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Sir please report to the bridge I need to be with Beta as we transport to the SB

Caruthers says:
@::runs hand through hair, distractedly:: Harrod: I've been all over the timetables; any delay here will mean big trouble for those colonists.... We've got to get the supplies to them fast.

CTO_Gleisen says:
::nods to Q'tor.:: CEO: Doesn't help their case at all, does it? ::motions to the prisoners::

SO_Wallace says:
::due to all the confusion head backs to work station on bridge::

Rep-Johannsen says:
XO: And the people need protection by keeping informed of what's going on around them

Harrod says:
@ Caruthers: we chould join our crew, and use the Kib to deliver the supplies.

Harrod says:
-h

TO_Augustus says:
COMM: SB OPS: We are sending a ST and med assistance in 3 mikes

CEO_Q`tor says:
::leans over onto the desk and takes a few deep breathes::

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Looks outside a viewport and sees some of the ships start to undock.:: Recorder: It looks like they are stealing the ships! ::Smiles:: WOW!  This is great!  Confusion... Panic!  This is a great story!

CTO_Gleisen says:
::arrives on the bridge:: TO: Get down there with Beta. And ensign, no unnecesarry risks, ok?

CMO_Dan says:
::appears at the SB sickbay::

Host XO-Affleck says:
COMM: SB_OPS: Starbase, this is the I.K.S. QIb, we are willing to give assistance, how can we help you in this matter?

TO_Augustus says:
*CTO*: Yes sir.

ACTION : Some ships have used explosive means of leaving the station and air vents into space

Caruthers says:
@Harrod: All ships are under quarantine; I doubt even a Federation vessel will be allowed to leave.

TO_Augustus says:
::runs to TL and to Transport room 1::

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: Sounds like a pretty big problem too, I'm sending Alpha with you as well.

CMO_Dan says:
::looks around for anyone familiar::

TO_Augustus says:
::arrives tin TR:: *CTO*: Aye sir waiit for an assement please  TR Chief: Energize

ACTION THE AUTOMATIC SEALS BEGIN TO SEAL OF SECTIONS OF THE STATION, THE PANICING CROWD GETS MORE FRENZIED YET

CTO_Gleisen says:
*AST Leader*: Lieutenant, get your team together and meet Augustus' team in the TR on the double.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Goes back to the brig:: K1: High Command has left you hanging in the wind.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Shakes a bit because of some decompression on the station.:: Self: Oh my god!! ::Runs to the main area.::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir::  Commander, I need to get to a transporter.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Turns and leaves the Security office, and heads towards the bridge

Caruthers says:
@::hears noises outside:: Harrod: It sounds like something is going on.... Maybe it will provide a distraction, and we'll be able to get away

TO_Augustus says:
@*CTO*: sir this is almost a riot here

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Truns to CTO:: CTO: Request Clearance from SB to depart and give chase to the departing ships.

Rep-Johannsen says:
XO: I ask you again. Do you know why the auto-destruct would not respond? What happened, Commander?

ACTION ABOARD THE STATION A FULL SCALE RIOT BREAKS OUT

CMO_Dan says:
::sees an MO::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Lays a hand on his shoulder::  CSO:  You need to remain here to rest.  Why do you need to report to the transporter?

Caruthers says:
@::hears more activity outside:: Harrod: Let's make our way to the ship, and see what we can do

CTO_Gleisen says:
::nods to XO:: COMM: SB_Ops: This is the IKS QIb, requesting permission to depart and give chase to the escaping ships.

TO_Augustus says:
@Everyone: Please be calm everything will be ok

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir:  The scanner in the ....transporter...higher resolution....urg...

ACTION ABOARD THE STARBASE ANESTHASINE IS PUT INTO THE VENTILLATORS

Harrod says:
@ :: plotting in her head, she follows the Captain ::  Caruthers: Let's go.

TO_Augustus says:
@*CTO*: sir Is Alpha ready we can use some help

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Gets sealed off in the promenade as a riot breaks out.:: Recorder: This is wild!  Im right in a riot!  There was some roumers floating about..  Then everyone started to run to the docking areas.  They started to steal the ships to get out of the station!

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Nods::  CSO:  Akira, stay here.  I will go check.

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: I'm beaming Alpha over now. ::gives the order and AST is beamed right away::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::enters the Bridge and heads to engineering station::

TO_Augustus says:
@Team: Everyone put on your riot mask and keep them on


Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Hands him a communicator::  CSO:  You can remain in contact and guide me as you see needed.

SO_Wallace says:
*XO* sir is there anything i can do to help:

CEO_Q`tor says:
AAAAACHHOOOOOOO

TO_Augustus says:
::aadjust his mask and watches everyone else do the same

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir:  Yes, ma'am

CTO_Gleisen says:
::looks over as Q`tor nearly coughs up a lung:: CEO: Bless you.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks around the bridge to see if anyone is watching::

TO_Augustus says:
<adjusts>

Caruthers says:
@::heads with Harrod out of the quarters, making way through rioting crowds, toward their own ship::

Harrod says:
@ :: quietly and swiftly making her way thru the crowds ::

OPS says:
CO: We have clearance

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Glancing at R'Daen, turns to leave sickbay and head for the transporter room::

CMO_Dan says:
@::attends injured SB staff as the sickbay is overloaded::

Host XO-Affleck says:
*SO* Report to the bridge.

TO_Augustus says:
@SB OPS: Where is yur security teams

CEO_Q`tor says:
::tries to stand up straight::

SO_Wallace says:
*XO* aye. sir

SB_OPS says:
@ TO: They are all in our sickbay

TO_Augustus says:
@Jacin: Get organized and take to getting these people in lines and staret a tradge center

SO_Wallace says:
:: leaves lab and goes to bridge::

TO_Augustus says:
@SB OPS: Sick?

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Sighs with panic.:: Recorder: I'm sealed in the promenade with this riot.  There seems to be security meausre taken by the Starbase personnel. Some type of gas is starting to come from the ventilation system.  I'm stuck right in the middle of this riot.  I don't know how much longer I can last.  But.. ::Staggers a moment and gets knocked around.::

SB_OPS says:
@ TO: Knocked out or worse by that mob

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::gets up, walks over to the CO, then to a computer access panel::

Harrod says:
@ :: looking around to see if they're being watched by anyone on the SB ::

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Starts fighting with some of the other rioters.::

Caruthers says:
@::arrives with Harrod at their own docked ship, and in all the confusion, is able to make their way aboard::

TO_Augustus says:
@SB OPS: Request permission to detain and maintain order

CEO_Q`tor says:
XO: Sir, all systems are operational

SB_OPS says:
@ TO : GIven

Harrod says:
@ :: boards her ship with her Captain and quickly makes her way to the bridge ::

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Punches thrown and taken can be heard on his recorder as well as cussing and other stuff.::

Host XO-Affleck says:
FCO: Releace docking clamps. Lay in a persuit course for the escaping ships. Full impulse.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Entering the transporter room gets an update on the current situation is content that the captain is still aboard::

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: Ensign, we must depart the starbase. You will have no backup from us until further notification. I repeat, no backup. ::turns scanners to medium range and tracks the departing ships::

TO_Augustus says:
@COMM IKS Qlb: Qlb this is Augustus, highly recommend that you get back asap

Caruthers says:
@::moves to a station, barking orders:: Harrod: We've got to break the docking clamps... I heard someone say, in the crowd, that some ships used explosives.... let's see if it works for us....

FCO says:
XO: Aye Sir. ::Plots course and takes the ship out::

Host Firelight says:
$<Stargate> COMM: QIb: Please , do not fire, we have just pulled back to keep the rioters off our ship

TO_Augustus says:
@*CTO*: roger that I have been given clearance for detain and maintain out

CMO_Dan says:
::scrambles around in the SB sickbay trying to find a hypo::

SO_Wallace says:
:: starts to monitor thte station life support systems and reilzes high levels of anestasine gas are running through the life support systems ::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::thinks to self "Good luck Gladius"::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
*CSO*:  Akira, I am the transporter room.  What exactly was on your mind?

Harrod says:
@ Caruthers: Acknowledged. 

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: Good luck ensign. ::cuts the comm::

TO_Augustus says:
@JAcin: If they don't behave detain, and if that doesn't work ..

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Turns to the CTO:: CTO: Arm a full spread of torperdoes and target engines... just incase diplomacy doesn't work...

CEO_Q`tor says:
::starting to feel cold again::

Host Firelight says:
#::Prepares to go to warp ::

CMO_Dan says:
<@>

Caruthers says:
@Harrod: Activate explosives on my command; as soon as we're free, I'll engage the impulse drive.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir:  I'm going to have the computer backup a copy of my last transport.  Then I want you to transport me four feet from my present location.  Stand by.

CTO_Gleisen says:
::pauses breifly:: XO: You sure you want the engines sir? We don't want to destroy them, do we?

Harrod says:
@:: moves to science station... makes adjustments ::

SO_Wallace says:
XO: sir om detecting high levels of anestaine gas aboard star base:

Harrod says:
@ Caruthers: We're ready here, Captain.

Host XO-Affleck says:
CTO: I want to destroy just their engines, not the entire ship.

Caruthers says:
@::nods:: Harrod: Activate.

CTO_Gleisen says:
::arms quantom torpedos and gets the lock:: XO: Aye sir.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::raises an eyebrow, then walks over to the transporter, nodding the TC aside::  *CSO*:  Acknowledged.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Knocks out, and knocks down some of the rioters and then scrambles over to a secluded spot.:: Recorder: Geez!  I was just in the middle of... ::Sees someone notice him and takes a defensive stance as that person starts to attack him.  A swift kick and a grunt can be heard as the attacker is knocked out.::  There was another..

Host Firelight says:
ACTION The Falcon drifts from the starbase

Harrod says:
:: Emergency release charges... discharging ::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::makes a backup copy of his last transport trace::

TO_Augustus says:
::Starts to coordinate with Alpha and forms a bearer around the med lab pushing people back so the med techs can work and starts to make progress::

Host XO-Affleck says:
CTO: Which is the nearest ship?

Harrod says:
@ Caruthers: We're free, Captain.

CTO_Gleisen says:
::taps finger on console, beside the 'Fire' button::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir:  Ma'am, if you would begin transport now.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::feels his strength draining from him::

Caruthers says:
@::grins:: Harrod: We're away. Set in a course for Zimeron Belt. ::engages impulse engines::

SO_Wallace says:
XO : suggest shuting down starbase life support systems and have it anzlyzed  starbase engineering:

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Locking onto the CSO, enters the co-ordinates into the transporter::  *CSO*:  Transporting now...  ::transports him 5 meters from his present location, clear of any biobeds::

TO_Augustus says:
@ATL Alpha: Start pushing them away from the med lab

ACTION  The Firelight is destroyed, the Explosives she had carried goes up as well rocks everything in nearby space

Host XO-Affleck says:
SO: Perhaps later. We want to sort out the current situation first.

Harrod says:
@ Caruthers: course laid in, Captain.

CTO_Gleisen says:
XO: The USS Falcon is closest to us sir.

ACTION  THe Reporter falls into the XO's Lap

Caruthers says:
@Harrod: Engage. Those colonists are waiting.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::after rematerializing::  Computer: Compare backed up transport trace to current buffer trace for Akira Yamamoto.

Harrod says:
@ :: engages impulse engines ::

SO_Wallace says:
XO: confirm  ths falcons moving away at impulse:

CEO_Q`tor says:
::falls to the deck::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::grabs the console wondering what had just occured::

Host XO-Affleck says:
CTO: Hail the.... ::Stops mid sentance with a reporter on him::

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Starts to get dizzy.:: Recorder: The gas.. what ever it is.. ::Leans against the wall.:: The gas is starting..  ::Starts to talk like he's passing out.::  To work.. on the crowd as well.. ::gets rocked a bit by the station.::

TO_Augustus says:
@::pushes a few rowdy people out of his way, but gently::

Harrod says:
@ Caruthers: We can go to warp in 5 minutes, Captain.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Computer:  Make note of any discrepancy that would not normally be detected in the bio filter.

CMO_Dan says:
@::explains to the SB CMO that gas is coming and transports out back to the Qlb::

CTO_Gleisen says:
::opens hailing frequencies to the Falcon, knowing what the Xo wanted even though he was cut off:: XO: Open sir.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Closes her eyes briefly, straightens::

Rep-Johannsen says:
XO: Ahk. ::Tries to push herself out of XOs lap::

Host XO-Affleck says:
Rep: Excuse me... ::Helps the Reporter up:: Perhaps you'd better stay out of the way.

TO_Augustus says:
@ATL: Augustus, this is getting pretty wild, we may need to restrain them

Harrod says:
& :: checking with engineering on status of warp engines ::

CMO_Dan says:
<edit:delete last line>

CEO_Q`tor says:
::starts coughing as he lays sweating on the deck of the bridge::

Caruthers says:
&::keeps an eye on sensors, watching for any sign of pursuit::

Host XO-Affleck says:
COMM: FALCON: U.S.S. Falcon this is the I.K.S. QIb you are to power down your engines and obey Starbase Quarentine Orders. If you refuse you will be fired upon.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
*CSO*:  Anything further you require from the transporter?

ACTION   The Rioters  and others on the station pass out as the gas becomes more highly concentrated

Rep-Johannsen says:
XO: And miss what's happening here? 

Caruthers says:
&::hears the Comm, and frowns:: Harrod: They're hailing us. Ignore the hail; can we go to warp yet?

CMO_Dan says:
::treats a personel bleeding internaly::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir:  No ma'am.  I do need your assistance here though.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::picks himself up off the deck trying to catch his breath::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
<edit *>

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Quietly:: Rep: fine, just stay out of my way then.

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Stands up from the chair waiting for a reply::

TO_Augustus says:
@::Starts to see the rioters pass out.::  Jacin, ATL: Get them Medical attention keep your mask on and make sure they are out before administering first aid

Harrod says:
&& :: checking warp engines :: Caruthers: not yet, Captain.


Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Her mind wanders briefly to the twins, worried that they could possibly become ill, but as they are in their own quarantine at the moment, they should be fine::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::leans on engineering console, trying to concentrate, head swimming::

TO_Augustus says:
@SB OPS: The gas has finally taking hold, we are starting first aid here at med bay, any other areas that need assistance?

CTO_Gleisen says:
XO: Still no response from the Falcon sir. I suggest we give them a warning shot to get there attention.

Rep-Johannsen says:
::takes a hlaf-step back watching the XO still::

Host XO-Affleck says:
COMM: FALCON: U.S.S. Falcon, I repeat, Obey Quarentine Proceedures or be fired upon.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::comes back to the present at Akira's voice::  *CSO*:  I am on my way back.

Harrod says:
& :: raises shields ::

Caruthers says:
&Harrod: Then full impulse for now, and let's see if we can evade them

CMO_Dan says:
@::feels that it is getting very noisy::

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Motions for the CTO to cut the channel:

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: Aye.  Full impulse.  Beginning evasive maneuvers Alpha Three

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Swiftly returns to sickbay.::

Host SB_Med says:
@COMM: ALL Ships : We have found a cure, It will take approximately 2 days to manufacture enough though

CTO_Gleisen says:
::closes channel:: XO: Closed sir.

TO_Augustus says:
@COMM IKS Qlb: Qlb this is Augustus things seem to be under control currently, no casualties here

Caruthers says:
&::thinks for a moment, and decides not to respond to the comm::

Host XO-Affleck says:
CTO: Agreed. Fire a warning shot off their port bow.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::routes additional power to targeting sensors::

Caruthers says:
&Harrod: Get ready for evasives.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::As she steps through the door, she first goes to check on R'Daen before going over to Akira.::

CTO_Gleisen says:
::fires phasers, low level, and knicks the Falcon's shields, just enough to give them a little bit of a rough ride::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Frowning at him::  CSO: You should be in bed.  ::Looks over his shoulder::  Have you found anything?

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: Ready for evasive maneuvers, Captain.  Warp in two minutes 26 seconds

ACTION  The Shot hits the engineering areas of the Falcon and  she her acceleration stops

SO_Wallace says:
:: scans FAlcon for any possible damage created by leaving starbase::

CTO_Gleisen says:
XO: Falcon is slowing down sir.

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: we're being scanned.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir:  No, but the SB just reported a cure found.  ETA two days.


Caruthers says:
@::swears:: Harrod: They're firing on us. ::frowns as reports come in from engineering that our engines are offline::

Caruthers says:
<&>

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
CSO:  Two days for the cure or two days before they have it under control?

TO_Augustus says:
@::Med teams are assisting, along with the ST in getting people to their quarters and starting mild sedatives to keep everyone calm::

Host XO-Affleck says:
CTO: are there any other ships out there for us to stop?

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: Shields at maximum, reinforcing rear shields.

Harrod says:
& :: hears Caruthers and checks her engineering screens ::

Caruthers says:
&Harrod: Excellent. How long til we get engines back?

SO_Wallace says:
SO: captain sir their engines are off line:

CEO_Q`tor says:
::routes additional power to tractor beams...just in case::

Host XO-Affleck says:
SO: Keep tabs on that ship, make sure they don't repair their engines.

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: limited damage, engines will be back online in four minutes.

SO_Wallace says:
XO: aye sir


CTO_Gleisen says:
XO: No sir all ships have cut their engines.

SO_Wallace says:
:: begins scanning ship

SO_Wallace says:
::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir: For the cure...::looks down at the Captain::  Ma'am, I think we need to make arrangements to... ::pauses:: ... go to Vulcan.

Host XO-Affleck says:
CTO: OK.

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: we'll be clear of the Starbase by that time as well.

Host XO-Affleck says:
CEO: Ok. Get a Tractor beam on that vessel and we'll tow them back to Starbase.

Caruthers says:
&::moves to the Ops station, fuming, and opens a channel to the QIb:: COMM: QIb: THis is the Falcon.

TO_Augustus says:
@SB OPS: Any other troubled areas OPS?

CTO_Gleisen says:
XO: Incoming transmission from the Falcon sir.

CEO_Q`tor says:
XO: Aye sir. ::engages tractor beam::

Caruthers says:
&Harrod: They've disabled us. This really puts a dent in our schedule...

Host XO-Affleck says:
CTO: On Screen.

Harrod says:
& :: Prepares for negative tractor beam  ::

SB_OPS says:
@ TO: Now that we have a "cure" perhaps things will get back to "normal"

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Looks at R'Daen::  CSO:  He will be fine in time... if what the doctor says is true.  But he will need to be going to Earth soon.  I recieved a communication from his mother's doctor.  It is not good.

CTO_Gleisen says:
::pipes the message through to the main screen::

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: I've readied a negative tractor beam, Captain.

Host XO-Affleck says:
COMM: Falcon: Falcon, this is the IKS QIb.

Caruthers says:
&::nods:: Harrod: But it still won't get these supplies to the colonists in time.

TO_Augustus says:
@SB OPS: OK, do we have meds available for Security Teams that may help insure no one gets out of hand again

SB_OPS says:
@ TO : Many thanks for your aide, perhaps you could continue to patrol until more of our people are better ?

CEO_Q`tor says:
XO: Tractor beam engaged sir

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Nods to the CEO::

TO_Augustus says:
@SB OPS: Roger that OPS we are doing just that, I am assigning ST members to port docking facilities just for that purpose Out

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: we could answer their hail, and buy the time we need to repair our engines.

SO_Wallace says:
:: detects a counter tractor beam::

SB_OPS says:
@ TO: I will put you on our list of essential personnel, you will get it first after the worst cases

SO_Wallace says:
XO:

Caruthers says:
&COMM: QIb: You've disabled our engines; we're not going anywhere. We have a load of critical supplies to the Zimeron Belt colonies... There's a very critical time window for getting them there. We won't make it now.

SO_Wallace says:
i detect a counter tractor beam:

Host XO-Affleck says:
FCO: Lay in a course back to the Starbase. Full impulse.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Comm:*SB_Med*:  SB_Med, this is Lt. Yamamoto of the QIb.  Can you transmit your data on the infections agent to me?

Caruthers says:
&::nods almost imperceptibly at Harrod, indicating her agreement::

Harrod says:
&Caruthers: they're attempting to tractor us.

TO_Augustus says:
@Jacin, ATL: Gentlemen assign 3 men teams to each docking port our CP will be the Med bay until further notice, get moving

Host SB_Med says:
@COMM: CSO: Will DO, You ready to Copy ?

Host XO-Affleck says:
COMM: Falcon: You were in direct violation of Quarentine Proceedures.

SO_Wallace says:
:: shift the frequency of the tractor beam to counter act the Falcons tractor beam

SO_Wallace says:
::

CEO_Q`tor says:
SO: I'm on it ::randomizes tractor settings::

Harrod says:
& :: monitoring engineering repairs ::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::starts coughing again::

Caruthers says:
&COMM: QIb: So were a dozen other ships at the station. Quarantine wasn't going to save the lives of those colonists, nor is this chatter with you.

Host XO-Affleck says:
<FCO> XO: Aye Sir. Full impulse. ::takes us back to the SB::

Host SB_Med says:
@::transmits dat ::

Harrod says:
& :: loudly so as to be overheard :: Captain: 15 minutes until repairs are complete 

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::listens for starbase medical reply::

Caruthers says:
&Harrod: Excellent. Proceed.

TO_Augustus says:
@COMM: IKS Qlb, This is Augustus, CTO: We are providing roaming patrols and security for all docking ports and shuttle/cargo bays.  CP is the Med Bay Augustus out

Host Savek says:
@COMM: QIb: May I speak to your XO, please ?

Host XO-Affleck says:
cOMM: Falcon: You were not respondin to our hails so we had to stop you fron contaminating any other systems.

SO_Wallace says:
XO : the FAlcon is close to finishing repairs to engines sir:

CTO_Gleisen says:
::sends a confirmation to Augustus:: *TO*: Good job ensign.

Harrod says:
& :: making necessary preparations ::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::starting to feel dizzy::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Comm:*SB_Med*:  Data recieved.  Thanks a million,  QIb out.

TO_Augustus says:
::Takes out tricorder and starts to scan the general area::

Caruthers says:
&COMM: QIb: Contamination won't be a concern now to the colonists, most certainly. I trust you're prepared to take on our cargo?

Host XO-Affleck says:
CTO: Prepare another volly of weapons for their engines if they try to escape again.

Harrod says:
& :: switches to science station screen and works on adjustments to the negative tractor beam settings ::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::programs the transporter bio filter with the new organism::

CTO_Gleisen says:
::grabs a medkit and walks over to the CEO, taking out a hypospray and applying it to him:: CEO: This should help the coughing.

TO_Augustus says:
@<Jacin/ATL>: Augustus we have sent teams to surronding areas all is secure

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Scans through the new data::  CSO:  It is airborn, but shortlived.  That is good.

CTO_Gleisen says:
::heads back to Tac1:: XO: Aye sir, phasers and torpedoes ready.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::feels his chest start to clear:: CTO: Thank you sir

Host XO-Affleck says:
COMM: Falcon: Your ship and cargo are to be impounded, Starfleet will decide what to do with your cargo.

TO_Augustus says:
@Jacin/ATL: Roger that keep your eyes open nothing leaves without clearance from SB OPS

CMO_Dan says:
::noises lower as sickbay gets less activity::

CMO_Dan says:
<@>

Caruthers says:
&COMM: QIb: Impounded???? ::indignant:: This cargo will save lives of colonists... impounded???

CTO_Gleisen says:
::nods:: CEO: No problem.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir:  It would have had to have a carrier to get on board though.

SO_Wallace says:
::  tries to reroute freguency of tractor beam for a second attempt at containing the ship::

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Wakes up wondering what happend and then remembers the riots.:: Self: Man.. ::Quickly checks his recorder and smiles.::  It's still all here.  ::Gets up.::

Host XO-Affleck says:
COMM: Falcon: I repeat, File a report with Starfleet, they will decide on what to do with your cargo.

Host Savek says:
@COMM: Cmdr tr'Keir: Come in please

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
CSO:  With so many people coming and going, it would not take much.  Though I am suprised there are not more ill...

TO_Augustus says:
@SB OPS: Perimeter is secure and all is well

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::taps communication::  COMM: Savek:  This is Cmdr tr'Keir.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Walks around trying to find out what exactly happened.:: Recorder: Someone should know. ::Talks to a few others but they have no idea.::

Caruthers says:
&COMM: QIb: Understood, Commander. Your concern for those colonists will certainly be noted in that report as well. ::closes the comm, in a huff::

Harrod says:
& :: Accessing Buzzard collector systems ::

Caruthers says:
&::turns to Harrod:: Harrod: File a report with Starfleet... hmmmffff

Host XO-Affleck says:
SO: Scan their Cargo hold, what are they carrying?

Caruthers says:
&::moves over to Harrod's position:: We ready?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::suddenly feels nauseated:: XO: Permission to be excused sir ::quickly runs off the bridge to the nearest head

CEO_Q`tor says:
::

SO_Wallace says:
XO: aye sir

Host Savek says:
@COMM: Cmdr: I have bad news for your husband, seems his mother is taken quite ill, I thought that you might be able to break it to him more gently than I. I am arranging transport and compassionate leave

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Nods to the CEO:: EO: Of course.

SO_Wallace says:
:: begins to scan cargo bay of the Falcon::

CMO_Dan says:
@::says to the SB CMO that I'll be leaving and transports back to the Qlb::

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: Yes, ma'am.  Engines are ready to be reactivated, and Collector is a go. :: makes mental note to file report with SF ::

TO_Augustus says:
@*CMO_Dan*: What is your location sir?

Harrod says:
& :: Opens a channel to enginnering ::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
COMM: Savek:  I had recieved similiar information from his mother's doctor.  Captain tr'Keir is currently ill and unable to deal with this at this time.  However, I will inform him as soon as he can deal with it.  ::Pauses::  Admiral...

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::performs a site to site transport on himself to purge the organism::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::returns to bridge feeling rather shaky, after reecycling his breakfast::

Host Savek says:
::waits::

CEO_Q`tor says:
<recycling>

TO_Augustus says:
@COMM: IKS Qlb: CTO: Sir everything is under control, SB Security is regaining its composure you may retrieve ALpha ST when you need them

CTO_Gleisen says:
::looks over at Q`tor as he reenters the bridge, saying nothing, rather disgusted at the sounds coming from the small room he disappeared to moments ago::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
COMM: Savek:  Permission to go with him.

Host XO-Affleck says:
::watches to viewscreen with the pic of the Falcon in tow in a tractor beam::

Host Savek says:
@COMM: Cmdr: Granted, I anticipated that

SO_Wallace says:
XO: scans indicates the Falcon is carrying releif madical supplies sir::

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: We're ready Captain.  On your mark.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::looks startled at the Cmd words::

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: Understood. We're somewhat busy at the moment, get Alpha to be on stand by for transport

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Tries to get more information on what happend but still cant at the moment.:: Recorder: Still nothing on what happened. ::Walks over to a lady but she sees him and runs away.::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks around the bridge just daring anybody to say anything::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::tries not to look like he is eaves dropping::

TO_Augustus says:
@SB OPS: May we start sending our crew back aboard while your Security is coming out of Sick Bay?

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
COMM:  Savek:  Thank you.  I will have all reports filed for you before we depart.

Caruthers says:
&::looks at Harrod:: It looks like we're ready; Engineering's about got the engines ready to come back online... You set?

R`Daen says:
::in sickbay, sick from the flu::Knew I should have gotten that flu shot...

Host XO-Affleck says:
SO: Send a message to starfleet advising them of the Ergency of teh Falcons Cargo.

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: Yes, ma'am.

SO_Wallace says:
XO: aye sir

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Looks at Akira::

SO_Wallace says:
:: prepares report of the FAlcons cargo::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::looks at the celing::

Caruthers says:
&::nods:: Harrod: Let's do it. ::activates engines::

ACTION The Falcon blows a charge rearwards which explodes and when the fireball fades , she has gone to warp

Harrod says:
& :: releases plasma & deuterium gasses from the buzzard collectors out the rear of the ship ::

SO_Wallace says:
:: sends transmission to starfleeet ::

Harrod says:
& Caruthers: We're in warp, Captain.  We've made it.

Host XO-Affleck says:
Report?

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::lightly touches Akira's shoulder, then turns to go back to R'Daen as she feels his mind awaken::

CTO_Gleisen says:
Self: What the... XO: Sir, the Falcon, it's gone!

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Finally gets some roumers, but has no way at the moment to verifythem.::

TO_Augustus says:
@COMM: Qlb: CTO Alpha is redy for departure

CTO_Gleisen says:
::looking for it on sensors::

TO_Augustus says:
<ready>

Host XO-Affleck says:
SO: Where did it go?

Host Savek says:
@ COMM :XO: Might I have a word in the CO's Ready Room ?

R`Daen says:
::looks at T`Sharra::Hey there good looking.::smiles::

CTO_Gleisen says:
::transports Alpha onboard::

CEO_Q`tor says:
XO: The Falcon has broken the Tractor's hold and gone into warp sir....we've lost her

SO_Wallace says:
XO: no idea sir assuming they were telling the truth

Host XO-Affleck says:
COMM: Admiral: Of course sir.

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::Gives him one of her rare smiles::  R'Daen:  Hey there stranger.  Nice to see you awake.  ::sits down beside him::

Host XO-Affleck says:
CTO: You ahave the bridge I'll be in the ready room.

CTO_Gleisen says:
::hits the console:: XO: I lost them sir.

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Exits stage left::

CTO_Gleisen says:
XO: Understood.

Host Savek says:
@::watis for him to come back on ::

R`Daen says:
::looks at her, sensing something::Everything ok?

SO_Wallace says:
XO; they are on their way to zimeron belt sir:

TO_Augustus says:
@SB OPS: Qlb's Alpha ST has departed how long before the rest of us can depart?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Cmd_tr`Keir, CO: uhm...I'll...uhm....be in the Docs office.

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Enters Ready toom and activates the desk console and sees Savek on it thinks how little the admiral looks on a little screen like that:: COMM: Savek: Admiral?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::leaves them alone::

R`Daen says:
::watches Akira leave::

SB_OPS says:
@ TO: According to my Med Team about a day

CTO_Gleisen says:
*TO*: Ensign, whenever you are ready we will beam you and your team back aboard

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Heads to the bar hoping he'll find out something there.::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::runs her hand along his cheek, moving aside some stray hair::  R'Daen:  Yes... and no...

TO_Augustus says:
@ SB OPS: Roger that, I'll need quarters for my team

SO_Wallace says:
COMM::XO: sir should we inform starfleet of possible location:

TO_Augustus says:
@COMM: IKSQlb: CTO: Sir, SB OPS has requested that we remaind for a day

Rep-Johannsen is now known as Carissa.

Host Savek says:
@COMM: I have bad news, your CO is being relieved of command, he has to go back to Earth to attend his mother, who is very ill.  Will you serve the ship as her new "old Man" ?

Host XO-Affleck says:
*SO* Yes, inform them of their situation and their location.

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Sees some people in the bar and smiles at them.  The look at him and grumble.  Goes to the barkeep and buys eeveryone a round of drinks hoping that will get them to talk.::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::head swimming again, strength draining::

SO_Wallace says:
*xo* aye sir:

Host XO-Affleck says:
::Takes a minute:: COMM: Savek: Of course Sir.

R`Daen says:
::looks at her confused::

SO_Wallace says:
*XO*

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
R'Daen:  They have a cure for the epidemic.  Things should be under control in a afew days, though the virus is airborn and shortlived, it is more of a nusance then anything else.  ::Looks off to the side::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::attends to other crew members in the sb::

R`Daen says:
::looks at her::Who's sick???

Host Savek says:
@COMM: CO: Good, I will get together with you later to discuss the other staffing arrangements

FNS_Randy_Tira says:
@::Walks over to one of the few people in the bar and starts making small talk with him.::

Cmd_tr`Keir says:
::sighs, and continues, reaching for his hand::  R'Daen:  The bad part is your mother...

SO_Wallace says:
:: scans energy emissions from explosion for any possible vacummswere created::

R`Daen says:
::jumps up::What!?!?

Host XO-Affleck says:
COMM: Savek: Aye Sir.
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